
 
PEACE ON EARTH… 
 
Everything that is, is vibration. At present, I as ego dwell in the world of 
illusion. Within this illusion is contrast. This contrast runs on a scale 
that is very wide in its range, from the very lowest 
vibration/darkness/emptiness… to that of the very highest vibration 
/pure positive light/Love, all is that which I AM. 
 
 Everything existing or that ever will exist in the eternal now is vibration. 
All forms… life forms and what the dual mind thinks of as inanimate… at 
their core all are vibration and all are alive. Someone recently reminded 
me that what we think of as universal laws are man made laws.  
 
It was the law of attraction that was in question in the dialogue. My 
response was that they were core, but that since God was all there is in 
existence, how could anything that man does be anything that God has 
not done or is doing? I cannot take God out of the equation. It is only 
the dual mind which is universal and knows of a God and creation. 
 
The Christ/Cosmic Mind knows of nothing else in existence but the One 
that all creation is a projection of. When man at his deepest level is able 
to understand that he is that ONE and that it is his greater I  alone that 
projects and also animates all things existing, when he thoroughly 
understands that he alone is in control, he will then spontaneously 
activate the all good into his energy field. 
 
When the dawn of creative Consciousness brings in the new morning 
and the scales of duality fall from my eyes I will vibrate then [I speak as 
an ego at present] with the perfect law of liberty. I will then be fully 
aware of no one/nothing existing but me. Not the “me” I see in my 
bathroom mirror but the ONE who dwells in the eternal now and inhabits 
all places persons and things. 
 
 All the yesterdays and all the experiences of all the souls with all the 
contrast that I projected with my essence will have added to all that I 
am. It is then I will have the fullest revelation/realization that I was 
omnipresent in all of my creations because I was myself in them all 
appearing as them all even as I am now  appearing within this illusion of 
contrast, the dream that I create for the expansion of all that I am.  



 
In this world of mirrors that I have created and even now exist within… 
the old ego that was programmed to duality for the expansion of all that 
is, is now being absorbed into the ONE/EGO at the dawning of this new 
day. I am becoming aware that this “New Ego” is the ONE that man has 
always looked to for light and guidance, the ONE the old is even now in 
the process of becoming. 
 
It is as the light comes out or the east and slays the antichrist/dual 
mind… that that which I AM  will bring peace on earth and good will to 
all men. It is only then that everything that I am… ALL THAT IS, will 
enter into the rest that has always been there for us. 
 
 When the now coming dawn settles in around me and the mist is slowly 
cleared away, it is then the illusion will be seen as it truly was. The 
greatest blessing that I AM could have ever conceived. It is when the 
truth that I AM overtakes me and this becomes my focus that the I am 
surfacing within the ONE new man will attract peace on earth and 
goodwill to all men. 
 
  
 

 


